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Judge reopens lead plaintiff selection process in Snap IPO class action

(Reuters) - Just two months before a previously scheduled trial date of shareholders' fraud claims against the social media
company Snap, U.S. District Judge Stephen Wilson of Los Angeles has halted the class action in order to pick a new
lead plaintiff. Judge Wilson's ruling Friday will shake up a case in which the U.S. Justice Department and Securities
and Exchange Commission have stepped in to investigate shareholders' allegations that Snap misrepresented crucial user
data in IPO disclosures.

The current lead plaintiff, a Snap IPO investor represented by Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, said last summer that he
must withdraw from the case for health reasons. Kessler Topaz sought to postpone his withdrawal until Judge Wilson
ruled on a pending motion for class certification. The firm also proposed adding two other Snap IPO investors to take
over as lead plaintiffs after the class was certified.

Judge Wilson squashed those proposals in Friday's order, which agreed with arguments by Snap's lawyers at Wilson
Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati that the lead plaintiff selection process must be reopened.

Comparing the unusual circumstances of this case to those in a 2004 Illinois securities class action decision in In re
Neopharm (2005 WL 742084), Judge Wilson said that allowing the current lead plaintiff to pick his successors would
circumvent the statutory process spelled out in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act. "As the court in Neopharm
observed, a lead plaintiff's (or lead counsel's) selection of a successor lead plaintiff without court input is contrary to the
PSLRA," the judge wrote. "To conclude otherwise would be to follow form over substance."

The judge gave prospective new lead plaintiffs 21 days to file motions arguing why they should be appointed. He put off
a ruling on the Kessler Topaz class certification motion until a new lead plaintiff is selected. The trial once scheduled
to begin in March has been indefinitely postponed.

Almost immediately after Judge Wilson issued his ruling, the shareholder firm Pomerantz issued a press release alerting
Snap IPO investors that they have a new opportunity to lead the case. Pomerantz has already proposed an alternative
lead plaintiff but in Friday's order, Judge Wilson said its proposal was premature. Pomerantz partner Jeremy Lieberman
declined to comment on the order.

Kessler Topaz had argued that the case would be least disrupted by its proposed new lead plaintiffs. Those investors are
already immersed in the litigation. They've responded to defense interrogatories, entered into stipulations with Snap and
been deposed by Snap lawyers from Wilson Sonsini. Kessler lawyer Sharan Nirmul declined to comment but I will be
surprised if his clients don't renew their lead plaintiff bid.

Snap counsel Boris Feldman of Wilson Sonsini said in response to a request for comment that "the decision speaks for
itself."

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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